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Purpose
The idea to implement this scenario came up when we had a requirement to transfer some files from
one Business System to another via the middleware. And the transfer of the files was dependent on
a finish file. So, I came up with this idea of sending the files as attachments. This scenario could
also be extended to transfer image files as well as all forms of binary files from master data sources
for articles to MDM.

Abstract
Five files from BW system are posted on PI server directory and a finish file for eg : “done.dat” is
written to indicate that the five files are written successfully to the directory location and are ready to
be transferred to the target system.
In the target system again the files should be written first and then “done.dat” file should be written.
The target system has the option to use the file “done.dat” (case sensitive and not zipped) to start
the data import from FTP server. The file has to be empty. Therefore the the file “done.dat” should
be uploaded (case sensitive and not zipped) to the FTP server AFTER all other flat files have been
uploaded. A job checks automatically every 10 minutes if there is a new “done.dat” file on the FTP
server. In case that there is a new file the job submits a request and then deletes “done.dat” from the
FTP server. Hereafter the data load is started by the target system .
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Description
The five files are extracted from BW system and are available on PI application server as well as the
finish file “done.dat” is posted. Now we have to pick the files from this location on the basis done.dat file.
This can be done by polling for the finish file and sending the actual files as attachments. This is
achieved by using File adapter with additional files option in the sender side.
The five files should now be posted to the ftp location on target server and the finish file should be written
only after the five files have been posted successfully on the target location . This can be achieved by
using SOAP axis adapter.
The following document will provide details about configuring the sender File adapter for additional files
and receiver Soap Axis adapter.

Configuring the Sender File adapter:
The sender file adapter is configured to pick the finish file (done.dat), which is specified in the File
access parameters, and the data files done1.xml, done2.xml …done5.xml that is to be sent as an
attachment is configured under the Additional File(s) as shown in the screenshot below.
In the sender file adapter, you can specify additional files to be included in the PI message as
attachments .Additional files are transported unchanged without conversion options.
Note: The way that the files to be transported are grouped together is defined by the file names. All file
names must be identical except for a defined part (such as the suffix).

1. Under File List, enter the name for each additional file.
2. Separate the names of the additional files with a comma (done1,done2,done3.. etc ).
The specified names are used as the names of the additional attachments in the PI message
and as parameter keys.
3. Enter parameters for the additional files in the table:
done1.namePart
The name of the additional file is determined from the file name that was assigned for the PI
message under File Name.
Specify which part of the original file name must be replaced to find additional files.
Here
“.dat“=“1.xml“
“.dat“=“2.xml“ etc.

If the file done.dat is found as a result of the configuration, this entry means that a search is
performed for the file done1.xml, done2.xml etc.
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Configuring the receiver Soap adapter:
To receive the file on the receiver system we will configure the Soap Axis adapter .
1. In the connection parameters give the ftp location against URL and user name password
for basic authentication.
2. For file format select
“Parts” So that the main payload and all attachments are put into separate files.
3. Under Payload Extraction, select which part of the XI message to take the payload of the SOAP
message from:
“SOAP Body”
4. Do not forget to check the “Keep Attachments” option .
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The communication channels are now ready to transfer the files. Configure other objects in the
Integration builder to complete the configuration scenario

Results
1. Load the five files and the done.dat file on the directory location

2.

The files are picked by PI :

3. On Target Location the files are posted in a folder of the same name as the file ,the following way:
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4. The finish file is also written to the target location :
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